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~opsis of the· Ch~ters 

~Chapter 0 we give the. 'general. introduction' •which 

contains a short review of the ·physical basis of one-group and . 

multi-group transport· equations .treated by various authors and 

of the different methods of solutions ( ?-PProximate an~ exact) 

applied to their solutions. 

In Chapter I, one-speed n(3utron transport equation in fi

nite multiplying media is exac.tly. and uniquely ·solved follo\rring 

Das. Gupt~•·s ne,r teclmique .. based· on Laplace transformation and 

Wiener~Hopf Teclmique. The emergent angular flux ~(O,fJ.) and the 

angu:tar . flux ~ ( Y,J.J.) . at any pptical depth Y together· '~i th the 

scalar neutron flux ~0 ( Y) at any 'optical depth y. are deter -

mined. Criticality condition. i~ ded.uced and the values o·.f the· 

critical length against the, albedo w, .arE:) computed and given 
' ' ' 

iii a table, and .compared with the sarile obtained by appJ.ying the 
I • ' ' 

eigen-function expansion· method· (Case· and Zweifel, 1967,, table 

6.4, p.· 158). 

·In chapter· II Milne 1 s time.-dependent equation of transf.er 

of j.mprlsoned radiation in a gas in a· finite pass],ve medium i's 

considered and exactly solved by a combination of Das Gupta '.s 

modified form of Wiener~Hopf Technique and method of solVing bou

ndary value problems in the theory of heat conduction as.adopted 
. ' i I 

by Chandras~khar. (1 950) to. ·~olve the ·same equation approximately 

.1-n combination \vith his method of discrete ordiliJ!.te .. Milne .(19.26) 

himself had earlier obtaine.d an approximate solution of his equation. 



In Chapter III we consider the neutron transport equation 

in an isotropically sea ttering. plane-p'arallel finite medit;m 

with a pTane ·and uniform' ·point source •. An exact solution to the 

equation is obtained by the method of Wiener-Hopf Technique. 

!Ii Cb,apter IV we have applied the method of Wiener-Hop'f 
' I 

Tehbnj.que to obtain the Green' s· functions of one-group tra.nspoi't 

equation (with anisotropic unit plane source arid with isotropic 

unit plane. source) for a finite slab of passive and rn:ultiplying 

. media. 'This probiem had. bee'n tre·ated by various authors adopting 

different (other) methods. 


